
The 50s Collection 
Fashions of  the 1950s 

include such iconic pieces as 
the full circle skirt and the 
wiggle dress. 

This collection highlights 
the pencil skirt, pintuck 
blouses, dresses worn as 
jumpers, peter pan collars, 
kimino sleeves and unusual 
pleats, darts and piecing.  

Full Size Patterns 

Your pattern file contains 
full size vector drawn pattern 
pieces. These need to be 
printed out at 100%. 

Extras  

You will also find a 
printable folder divider page 
and an envelope design to 
make so you can file your 
patterns easily. These 
should be printed at 100% 

Pictorial Tutorial  

There is a Pictorial 
Tutorial combining text and 
line drawings.  

This tutorial is meant to be 
printed out for easy access to 
the instructions.

50s Circle Dress for 18” Doll

1827

Bonus 
3/4 Sleeve  

Blouse

Free patterns and new 
designs to make from 
old  patterns.

Check out m  blo

Like me on Facebook to 
keep up with all the new 

pa!erns and Fashion Files. 
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Wear as a Dress 
or Jumper

1827  18” D
oll 50s D

ress or Jum
per

50s Collection
50s Dress or Jumper
and Snugfit Blouse

Val Spiers Sews Doll Designs

Full circle skirt

3/4 Sleeves



Copyright
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© Valspierssews
This pattern is for personal use only. 

The copy you purchase is copy righted as my 
intellectual property and must not be shared
online for free, printed for distribution in quantity
for classes or groups or sold in any form.

You may create items for sale on a small scale.

When selling garments made from my patterns 
pleaset include:
Created using a pattern by Valspierssews

If you just made a few changes please include:
Inspired by a pattern by Valspierssews

Printing at 100%

When I make my pattern pieces I try to arrange 
them so they will print on A4 or US Letter. 
Any problems just let me know.

What ever program you use to print you need 
to choose the ‘Custom Scale’ button and set 
to 100%. This makes the test square exactly 1”.

If it is only 7/8” then your program has used a 
default scale of 96%. 

The easiest program to use is Adobe Reader.

You can select the instructions pages only and 
print them as a booklet. This fits in the envelope.
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Fold

1. Requirements
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Join the pattern pieces for the skirt back
and front

¹�valspierssews

You need
approximately
38cm (15”) of 
light woven fabric.

5 small sets of 
hook and loop 
velcro.

Small amount
of light lining.

View 1: Sleeveless wide neck 
dress with a full circle skirt.

Optional belt
38cm (15”) gross grain 
ribbon.
1cm (3/8”) wide and a 
slide buckle to fit.

Fold

Use the bodice pieces
to cut the bodice lining.

Lining

Keep your bodice pieces
out for marking the darts.

Put a pin in each side seam edge of the skirt 
back until you overlock the back facing edges. 
You don’t want to get the edges mixed up.

a) Fold the pattern 
pieces along the dart 
centre lines. Place the 
pattern piece in the 
correct position on the 
fabric wrong side and 
draw a line along the 
pattern fold.

2. Darts

Pattern
piece

Wrong side
of fabric

All seam allowances
are 6mm (1/4”) unless
otherwise stated.

Diagrams of the lining
pieces have cross
hatching on them.

2

1
3

4 Grain

Grain

2

1

b) Fold the fabric right
sides together along 
central dart line. It is not
perfectly perpendicular.

1/8”

c) Mark the point of the
dart with a pin
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